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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
Individual Cases – Dialysis Aid
In the third quarter of 2017, our Dialysis Aid Program has supported18 kidney patients who are either
low income earners or unemployed due to their medical condition. Each patient receives a dialysis fee
subsidy ranging from RM360 to RM720 per month for a period of six (6) months to assist in their dialysis
treatment. Special thanks to Yayasan Kossan, whom had agreed to support the funding for 10 of the
beneficiaries from August 2017 to January 2018 (highlighted in Yellow). The beneficiaries are as follow:
NO

BENEFICIARY NAME

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Poomalai A/L Vellasamy
Devindran A/L Moniam
Ng Pik Nyun
Yeoh Thean Lye
Loh Yun Sheong
Thoo Foong Ming
Bamba Rosalinda Dela Fuente
Samey@Annasamy A/L Kannan
Yellaiah A/L Annasamy
Kumararaja A/L Selvanathan
Nagamah A/P Gopal
Rashida Binti Mohd Redhuan

13
14
15
16
17
18

Ledchumanan A/L Gurunaidu
Gan Ken Hwa
Muniandy A/L Palar
Paschal Gomez
Gnaneswary A/P Retnam
Mazlan Bin Ibrahim

DIALYSIS CENTRE
Waz Lian
Waz Lian
Kau Ong Yah
Kau Ong Yah
Kau Ong Yah
Kau Ong Yah
MAA Medicare
St John Banting
St John Banting
St John Banting
St John Banting
Dato' Lee Kok Chee –
PMKL
St John Klang
St John Klang
St John Shah Alam
Kurnia Dialysis Centre
Kurnia Dialysis Centre
Waz Lian

AMOUNT

DURATION

RM720.00
RM720.00
RM720.00
RM720.00
RM360.00
RM720.00
RM1000.00
RM720.00
RM720.00
RM720.00
RM720.00
RM720.00

May 17 - Oct 17
May 17 - Oct 17
Apr 17 - Sep 17
May 17 - Oct 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17
Jun 17 – Nov 17
Mar 17 - Aug 17
Jan 17 - Dec 17
Mar 17 - Jul 17
Apr 17 - Sep 17
Apr 17 - Sep 17
Apr 17 - Sep 17

RM720.00
RM120.00
RM720.00
RM720.00
RM360.00
RM360.00

Jun 17 - Nov 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17

POOMALAI A/L VELLASAMY
Poomalai is 68 years old and is on dialysis
treatment 3 times weekly. His mechanic son is the
sole breadwinner of the family, earning RM1,500
monthly. He has 4 daughters but none of them are
willing to support him on the fees or even visit
him. During a recent visit to Poomalai, he
extended his appreciation for the support
provided and continued hoping to garner support
until the day he passes away so as not to be his
son’s burden.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
DEVINDRAN A/L MONIAM
Devindran is 35 years old and suffered from
kidney disease and has walking complications.
Wanting to be independent, he is currently still on
the lookout for suitable places to start a car wash
business so that he could earn a living. His
positivity and determination is admirable.

NG PIK YUN
Ng Pik Nyun had suffered from kidney disease for
more than 1 year. Both of her children worked as
construction worker and accessories wholesaler,
earning an average salary of RM1500. She had
previously wanted to stop taking treatment to
reduce her children’s burden. During our visit on
September 2017, we are glad to find out that she
looks better as she went to dialysis treatment
more frequently now ever since receiving support
from Great Heart.

YEOH THEAN LYE
Mr Yeoh is a 77-year-old. He had complications
for his dialysis treatment, where dialysis needle
had to be inserted near the centre of the neck and
shoulders. Support is still ongoing to support Mr
Yeoh’s dialysis treatment until October 2017.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
LOH YUN SHEONG
Loh Yun Sheong is 52 years old. He has undergone
dialysis treatment for more than 10 years. He
used to work as a goldsmith but currently does
not have a fixed job. Support is still ongoing to
support Mr Yeoh’s dialysis treatment until
November 2017.

THOO FONG MING
Madam Thoo is 61 years old and had lost her
husband. Her son had abandoned the family and
left the house. Her daughter has polio disease and
is unemployed. During our visit in July 2017,
Madam Thoo received pleasant news that her
application for government subsidies has been
approved to cover half of her dialysis fee, while
the balance half of RM720 will be supported by
Great Heart.

SAMEY @ ANNASAMY A/L KANNAN
Samey is 70 years old, suffering from diabetes,
high blood pressure and kidney disease that
requires dialysis treatment. He was forced to
amputate his leg due to diabetes and is now on a
wheelchair with artificial limb for mobility.
Thankfully, help is being extended by a charity
centre for his rental, electricity and half of his
dialysis fee. Great Heart is supporting the balance
of his dialysis fee of RM720 monthly until Dec 17.

YELLAIAH A/L ANNASAMY
62-years-old Yellaiah worked as a rubber tapper
for 23 years before he succumbing to kidney
failure and become unemployed. Fortunately, in
July 2017, Mr Yellaiah had successfully applied to
Socso for dialysis treatment support and he is
thankful for our help during his most difficult
transition period.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM

BAMBA ROSALINDA DELA FUENTE
Ms Bamba was diagnosed with End Stage Renal
Disease
Secondary
to
Chronic
Glomerulonephritis. with Anemia of Chronic
Disease. During our visit on August 2017, her
health is getting better with regular dialysis
treatment and she has also managed to receive
support from other charity organisation.

KUMARARAJA A/L SELVANATHAN
Kumararaja is a kidney disease patient supported
by his wife who worked in a semiconductor
factory for 12 hours daily in order to support the
household expenses and his dialysis fee. However,
her monthly salary including overtime is only
RM1900. During our visit in August 2017,
Kumararaja sounds stronger compared to our last
visit and he is really thankful to Great Heart and
Yayasan Kossan for providing him with dialysis
aid support.

NAGAMAH A/P GOPAL
Nagamah, 67 years old, is diagnosed with kidney
failure and she is supported by her daughter. In
August 2017, Great Heart Charity volunteer
visited her family and realised that Nagamah’s
memory had strongly declined and is showing
symptoms of dementia. Fortunately, her daughter
never abandoned her due to her sickness but
instead provided physical and emotional support
as well as preparing meals for Nagamah early in
the morning before going to work.

RASHIDA BINTI MOHD REDHUAN
Rashida, 39 years old, is diagnosed with kidney
failure 2 years ago. Her husband abandoned her
so she raised up her three children on her own.
During our visit in September 2017, she told us
that her mother had recently passed away. She is
still going through unemployment, with three of
her sisters working hard to support her and her
children’s living expense, and is thankful for Great
Heart’s dialysis aid.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
LEDCHUMANAN A/L GURUNAIDU
Ledchumanan is 63-year-old and needs RM1800
monthly for his dialysis fees. Rental, groceries,
and transportation are covered by both of his
children. A lot of has changed to his family in
terms of financial and family closeness since the
diagnosis of kidney disease. Great Heart Charity
comes in to reduce the financial burden of his
family.

GAN KEN HWA
Gan Ken Hwa has been undergoing dialysis
treatment since he was 40. After being diagnosed
with kidney failure, his life is dependent on his
sister and niece for food and shelter. Great Heart
is supporting Mr Gan with his dialysis treatment
until November 2017.

MUNIANDY A/L PALAR
Muniandy 63 years old, was diagnosed with
kidney failure, and used to work as a rubber
tapper. His wife utilised all her EPF savings for his
dialysis fees but it only lasted for a year. Great
Heart is supporting Mr Muniandy with his dialysis
treatment until November 2017.

PASCHAL GOMEZ
Paschal Gomez is 76 years old and was diagnosed
with Crohn’s Disease when he was 30 years old,
and was further burdened with kidney failure last
year. He used up his KWSP savings for his dialysis
treatment. Great Heart is supporting Mr Paschal
with his dialysis treatment until November 2017.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM

GNANESWARY A/P RETNAM
Gnaneswary, 73 years old, lived with her only
daughter and her retired son-in-law. Her
daughter is taking care of her daily routine as she
is wheelchair-bound. Great Heart continues to
support her dialysis treatment until November
2017.

MAZLAN BIN IBRAHIM
Mazlan is a dialysis patient who also suffered
from diabetes, that leads to one of his leg being
amputated. He has two children age 15 and 10
years old. Great Heart continues to support his
dialysis treatment until November 2017.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
Individual Cases – Family Care
In the third quarter of 2017, Great Heart Charity has reached out to 28 underprivileged families, of which
18 are continuing or extension cases from the second quarter. The families will be supported with
monthly sum ranging from RM100 to RM450 for a period of 6 months to assist them in their groceries
purchase, house rental, medicine fees, school transport, or education fee for their children. List of
recipients and amount they received are as follows, while information for the 10 new beneficiaries are
provided thereafter:
NO

NAME

ASSISTANCE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Leong Lai Leng
Lim Kim Eng
Yap Lay Hua
Lau Chai Fook
Sharon Vemaladevi A/P Vemalanthan
Lachemy A/P Perisamy
Chelvan A/L Muthoo
Devi A/P Muniandy
Parameswary A/P Rajindra
Jawed Gul Ahmad
Lim Xin Ying
Dayanidhi A/L Arumugam Shanmugam
Tan Hock Chuan
Ng Joe Ze
Destiny Starting Point Welfare
Association for Old Folks and Disabled
Lee Pei Teng
Pushparani A/P Appavoo
Tan Siew Chen
Patmahsoothi A/P V. Karley
Wong Weng Keong
Zora Binti Diran
Saniah Binti Saleh
Adnan Bin Othman
Lalitha A/P Raman
Dinesh A/L Thiru
Thilagawathy A/P S.Supramaniam
Hoh Sey Jong
Habibah Binti Katan

Grocery
Grocery
Grocery
Rental
Grocery
Grocery
Rental
Grocery
Grocery
Grocery
Rental + Transport
Grocery
Rental
Special Education fee
Grocery

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Medication
Rental
Grocery
Grocery
Grocery
Grocery
Grocery
Grocery
Rental
Grocery
Grocery
Medical Operation
Grocery

AMOUNT

PERIOD

RM150.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM150.00
RM200.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM330.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM300.00

Mar 17 - Aug 17
Aug 16 - Jul 17
Oct 16 - Sep 17
Jul 17 - Feb 18
Nov 16 - Jul 17
Dec 16 - Dec 17
Dec 16 - Dec 17
Jan 17 - Sep 17
Jan 17 - Jan 18
Feb 17 - Jul 17
Mar 17 - Aug 17
Mar 17 - Mar 18
Mar 17 - Nov 17
Apr 17 - Sep 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17

RM300.00
RM100.00
RM300.00
RM150.00
RM150.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM300.00
RM600.00
RM3,374.95
RM150.00

Apr 17 - Sep 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17
Jun 17 - Nov 17
July 17 – Dec 17
July 17 – Dec 17
July 17 – Dec 17
July 17 – Dec 17
Aug 17 – Dec 17
July 17 – Dec 17
Aug17 – Jan18
Sep-17
Aug-17
Jul-17

HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
PATMAHSOOTHI A/P V. KARLEY
Patmahsoothi has lungs infection while her toe
had to be amputated due to diabetes after been
bitten by a rat. She had to travel to Hospital Kuala
Lumpur every day to clean her leg wound.
Relying on pension and her van driver son's low
monthly income of RM300, Patmahsoothi and
her family lives in a rented home that costs RM94
per month. Her 67 years old husband is
unemployed. Thus, she is seeking for groceries
support.

WONG WENG KEONG
Mr Wong is unemployed ever since he had a
stroke from a car accident 25 years ago, which
lead to head, left leg, and right-hand injury. His
wife, who is the sole breadwinner, has diabetes
and works as a tailor's assistant for 11 years with
an income of RM700. JKM helps them with
RM300 monthly. With our groceries support, it
will enable them to finally look forward to
enjoying some home-cooked meals.

ZORA BINTI DIRAN
Zora makes a living selling kuih, sausages, and
fishballs at her PPR flat, earning an average of
RM50 daily gross sales. Four of her children are
still schooling. Her husband had to undergo
multiple eye surgery because of a torn retina,
which cost RM150 monthly while Zora had to get
a nebulizer treatment at the clinic once or twice
a month for asthma. To reduce their financial
burden, we are supporting them with RM300
monthly worth of groceries.

SANIAH BINTI SALLEH
Saniah, 63 years old, has high blood pressure,
diabetes, and kidney issue. Her husband is a
stroke patient and goes to a nearby clinic for
monthly checks. She used to work as a babysitter,
but is no longer able to as she frequently had to
go to the hospital, either for her own needs or her
husband's. Both her children are staying with her
but are low income earners and could not afford
to pay for groceries, rental, and transportation.
Thus, they come to GHCA for help.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
ADNAN BIN OTHMAN
Adnan is a father to a family of eight. Suffering
from high cholesterol, high blood pressure, and
kidney failure, he had to visit the dialysis centre
every week. They are currently being supported
by Zakat for house rental and Socso for kidney
dialysis fee. Great Heart decided to support this
family with six children with RM300 worth of
groceries every month.

LALITHA A/P RAMAN
39-year-old Lalitha previously worked as a
butcher in a supermarket, earning RM1500. Her
husband was diagnosed with cancer and passed
away 10 years ago, so Lalitha had to raise up her
son by herself. She now runs a nasi lemak stall
with her savings. As she is constantly in fear of
getting expelled from her house due to rental
debt, Great Heart Charity will help Lalitha to pay
her monthly rental fee RM300 so that she can
focus fully in her business to make a living.

DINESH A/L THIRU
3 years ago, Dinesh was met with a motorcycle
accident that blinded both his eyes and a head
injury that makes all four of his limbs lost
function. He now relies on his mother to take care
of him all the time. Dinesh requires a constant
supply of wet tissues, diapers, and Ensure milk
monthly. Thus, Great Heart is supporting him
with RM300 monthly worth of the said items.

THILAGAWATHY A/P S. SUPRAMANIAM
Thilagawathy, who is the mother of Dinesh,
wanted to start a nasi lemak business stall by the
roadside so that she can be self-sustainable.
Great Heart Charity admired her aspiration and
decided to fund her nasi lemak stall initiative by
providing her with an RM600 startup support
worth of ingredients for making nasi lemak, as
well as tools such as canopy and rice cooker. She
is now managing her own nasi lemak business at
Serdang with her sister and they sincerely
appreciated the help provided by Great Heart.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
HOH SEY JONG
Hoh Sey Jong, 69 years old, has been diagnosed
with severe heart disease, diabetes, and damaged
internal organs, which causes swelling in her
stomach and legs. Doctors from government
hospital believed that she will not survive long.
Refusing to give up, her daughter sent her to a
private hospital, but was only prescribed with
painkillers there as her body cannot withstand
surgery. Feeling grieved, her daughter decided to
bring her home but they had to settle an
enormous medical fee, Her relative helped to
settle some portion of the payment, with Great
Heart stepping in to pay the remaining
outstanding fee of RM3374.95 so that she could
be discharged and return home.

HABIBAH BINTI KATAN
Habibah lives with her husband and two children
in a low cost flat. Her husband’s leg was
amputated after an infection due to diabetes.
They required help on her husband medical fee
because she needed to go to the government
hospital and private pharmacy to acquire
medicines and it is too costly for them. In June
2017, her husband went into a coma after a heart
attack and subsequently passed away. We
provided the family with a one-time groceries
support in July 2017 due to the incurring funeral
cost and the Hari Raya season.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
Care Centres
In the third quarter of 2017, there were 4 events organised under the Hand-in-Hand Charity Program for
Care Centres, benefiting a total of 118 beneficiaries which are made up of 25 old folks, 20 children, 27
disabled kids and 46 Orang Asli, with the assistance of 98 volunteers.

SOAP MAKING WORKSHOP WITH HOUSE OF
JOY
On 12th August, 21 volunteers from Great Heart
organised a soap-making workshop at House of Joy
with a total of 20 underprivileged children. Step by
step, volunteers guided the kids throughout the
process of soap making with patience and love. The
children cannot wait to get started using the soap
that they have made by themselves. At the end of
the event, one of the children came to us with a note
written “Thank you for the companionship with
House of Joy”.

SOAP MAKING WORKSHOP WITH PUSAT
PENJAGAAN KANAK-KANAK CACAT KLANG
On 19th August, Great Heart brought 20 volunteers
to Pusat Penjagaan Kanak-kanak Cacat Klang and
spent quality time with 27 disabled children.
Besides teaching them on how to make soap, the
volunteers also had some interactive activities with
the children, such as bubble blowing, colouring,
and singing. Volunteers dined together with the
children for lunch, while groceries worth RM1,000
were also donated to the centre.

CSR PROJECT BY MIP PROPERTIES
Sponsored by MIP Properties, a CSR project was
conducted at Grace Home, Klang, on 20th August. 17
MIP staffs and 3 Great Heart representatives
actively participated in cleaning and tidying the
home. Besides physical action, MIP Properties
donated some groceries including food, detergent,
and other basic necessities, as well as pocket
money for all 25 old folks. After a sing-a-long
session with the old folks, the event ended with
some heart-warming goodbyes.
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HAND-IN-HAND CHARITY PROGRAM
Orang Asli Villages
ORANG ASLI MEDICAL CHECK UP AT TASIK CHINI PAHANG
On 8th July 2017, 30 students and 2 lecturers from Erican College Psychology Club, and Dr Mohd Hasnor
from IIUM Medical Centre volunteered to work with Great Heart Charity Association (GHCA) for the
Medical Check-up for Orang Asli Settlement at Tasik Chini, Pahang. The program is being sponsored by
Magnum. Other than various kinds of medicine, the group brought along with them grocery items for
distribution to the villagers, including cooking oil, canned food, biscuits, Milo, and rice. The students were
divided into three groups for different tasks in the village, including registration and recording of blood
pressure and pulse rate of the villagers, packing and distributing of groceries to the orang asli villagers
and cleaning activities around the village.
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YOU & ME EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Education Seminars
IMU COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB & ERICAN COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
In July, You & Me Educational Program was conducted in IMU and Erican College and attended by
members from IMU Community Service Club and Erican College Psychology Club. Realising their
responsibilities as medical and psychological students, they offered to use their knowledge and skills to
serve for charity.
You & Me Educational Program was initiated with the belief that charity is a form of education. By far, the
greatest achievement generated from this program is when students start to understand how they can
utilise their role in the society to contribute back for a good cause.

11/7/2017: IMU Community Service Club

12/7/2017: Erican College Psychology Club

SUNWAY UNIVERSITY – COMMUNITY SERVICE COURSE
You and Me Educational Program was conducted in Sunway University with 45 students from the
Community Service courses. In collaboration with the lecturer of the respective courses, students were
divided into 6 teams, in which each team will be presenting their ideas on community service to judges
from Great Heart Charity Association and compete to obtain funding for their projects.
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YOU & ME EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Student-Initiated Projects
VISITATION TO PUSAT PENJAGAAN KANAK-KANAK CACAT TAMAN MEGAH BY TAYLOR’S
UNIVERSITY PHARMACY SCHOOL SOCIETY
Under the You & Me Educational Program, 34 students from the Taylor’s University School of Pharmacy
(TuPPS) and 2 volunteers from Great Heart Charity Association (GHCA) paid a visit to the Pusat
Penjagaan Kanak-Kanak Cacat Taman Megah (PPKKCTM) to spend some quality time with the children
there on 30th July. GHCA’s representatives had brought along goods such as stationaries, children and
adult diapers, as well as some grocery items to be donated to the home, some of which were sponsored
by Delfi Marketing. The event activities included warm-up dance session, educational game session, art
& craft session and sing-a-long session with the children.

FARM IN THE CITY WITH HOUSE OF JOY
18 passionate volunteers from Great Heart
Charity Association (GHCA) invited 27
underprivileged children from House of Joy
children’s home to visit the Farm in the City
(FITC) petting zoo, as part of GHCA’s You & Me
Educational Programme on 24th September
2017. Organised by a group of students from
Sunway University whom had enrolled in the
You & Me Educational Programme, the main
objective of this visit is to create a learning
space for the House of Joy children outside of
their usual classroom and surrounding with the opportunity to be up close and personal with various
species of animals located inside FITC.
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GREAT HEART COMMUNITY CENTRE
Lunch Box for the Hungry

In the third quarter of the year, GHCC expended its lunch box distribution services to 102 underprivileged
individuals under the “Lunch Box for the Hungry” program which takes place every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at GHCC. Most of the recipients benefiting from the program are elderlies and children.
Ave Maria Soup Kitchen continues to supply lunch boxes for the program every Saturday, which Great
Heart deeply appreciates. The third quarter also saw support from Restoran Amuthu House of Briyani &
South Indian Cuisine Bukit Tinggi 2 sponsoring lunch boxes to our beneficiaries for some of the session.
We are thankful to their generous support, and we would like to invite more helping hands to support
our program that benefits the underprivileged.

LUNCH BOX FOR THE HUNGRY PROGRAM
Every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday (11am -1 pm)
Location:

Great Heart Community Centre (GHCC)

Address:

25H, Jalan Mengkuang, Teluk Pulai,
41100 Klang, Selangor

Contact:
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03-33810955

GREAT HEART COMMUNITY CENTRE
TCM Medical Check Up for the Needy
GHCC’s TCM medical check-up has a combined 36 registered patients for Tuesday’s and Wednesday’s
sessions. Presently, we are serving two old folks home, namely Grace Home and Home Town Care Centre.
The old folks felt relieved and is getting better after consistently attending GHCC’s TCM treatment
sessions.
One of the old folk is a 95 years old lady from Home Town Care Centre. When she first attended the
treatment, she was unable to walk and sit comfortably. Her care taker had to bring her around by
wheelchair. After attending the TCM treatment for two months, she is now able to walk and talk. We are
really happy to see her able to walk around independently without assistance from others.

CONSULTATION HOURS
Tuesday: 9:00am to 11:00am
TCM Practitioner: Dr. Yong Kai Jian
Wednesday: 10:30am to 12:30pm
TCM Practitioner: Dr. Soh Shao Qi
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GREAT HEART COMMUNITY CENTRE
Classes for the Children
Currently, 18 children are attending the free tuition classes at
GHCC. We have many good-hearted volunteers who showed their
interest in teaching children. Mr Billy is one of them, who travelled
all the way from Singapore to provide tuition classes to children at
GHCC. He always makes time despite his busy schedule to attend
to the tuition classes for the children. A simple thank you note is
just not enough to appreciate a good soul such as him.

Billy attending to the children during the tuition class session
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GREAT HEART COMMUNITY CENTRE
GHCC Events
FREE HAIR CUT FOR GHCC BENEFICIARIES
Every month Vins Barbershop organizes free haircut for
GHCC beneficiaries. Great Heart appreciate their endless
support. Every session nearly 30 to 40 beneficiaries enjoy
free haircut.

HIN
HUA
HIGH
VOLUNTEERING DAY

SCHOOL

STUDENTS

On 27th July 2017, Hin Hua High School Students
volunteered themselves to clean up the Great Heart
Community Centre. The students were energetic and
enthusiastic during the cleaning session. It was joyful to
see them working hard for a charity.

MR TAN’S DAUGHTER’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
Celebrating our birthday with loved ones has always been
near to our heart. Therefore, we are honoured when Great
Heart member, Mr Tan and his family selected GHCC as the
venue to celebrate her little angel’s 2 years’ old birthday
and invited along the children from Padmasambhava
Children Caring Home Kids to join in the celebration. The
party began with some fun games for children, followed
by a cake cutting ceremony and luncheon for the guests.
Great Heart thanked Mr Tan for his kind thoughts,
contributions, and visit.
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GREAT HEART COMMUNITY CENTRE
GHCC Internship Program
GHCC welcomes local and international volunteers who want to serve their internship by gaining
experience working in an NGO. In the third quarter of 2017, GHCC received 4 international volunteers
to Great Heart’s intern family, coming from Algeria, Sri Lanka, Tunisia, and Kyrgyzstan. Even though they
came from different countries, their motive in helping our community remains the same.

BRAHIM, ALGERIA
I feel lucky to be an intern with Great Heart Charity as it enables
me to see the other side of Malaysia. All the experiences made
me feel how lucky I'm for all what I have. Great Heart taught me
how to serve my community and always try to help others with
what you have. It was my first time being a volunteer but for
sure it won’t be the last time.

KUSHAN, SRI LANKA
“I felt being welcomed like home here. It was great cultural
exposure, seeing a very different side of Malaysia. It is great to
promote young people to be involved in volunteering and
making this world a better place. It was an amazing experience
that will be remembered forever.”
Brahim (left) and Kushan (right).

Maher from Tunisia and Sultan from Kyrgyzstan helping out in promoting
the Earth Warriors Day 2017 event.
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GREAT VISION CHARITY ASSOCIATION
Shopping Buddy Program
From July to September 2017, the Shopping Buddy Program under

GVCA had aided 30 poor and underprivileged families from low cost flats of Desa Sepakat Apartment in
Petaling Jaya, Sri Kota Flat in Bandar Tun Razak, and Taman Sungai Besi Flat in Sungai Besi. Cash vouchers
worth RM100 were extended to each family in shopping sessions to purchase groceries that is hoped to
reduce their household burden. Volunteers were on site to accompany and chauffeur each family for each
monthly session. On top of the RM100 cash vouchers, beneficiaries also received additional groceries
donation such as rice, biscuits, and chocolates from sponsors.
The program received the most numbers of volunteers in August, where 30 volunteers from Great Heart
Charity Association, public volunteers, and student group from Sunway Student Volunteer helped out in the
program.
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GREAT VISION CHARITY ASSOCIATION
FEEDBACK FROM VOLUNTEERS

I realised how lucky I am to be able to be in
a family which is financially stable. It makes
me appreciate more of what I have now, as I
know that there are families out there who
do not lead such easy lives as most of us do.
After this event, it makes feel really grateful
and I will definitely continue to help more
families and those who are in need
--- Michelle Huong (first from right)

I enjoyed volunteering at the Rakan
Shopping Program. It's not just about giving
the needy families money but it is also
important to enjoy and spend some time
with them. I had a great time with the
families and enjoyed lunch together with
them. It really cheers them up!
---Kushan (first from right)
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GREAT VISION CHARITY ASSOCIATION
Didik-Kasih Educare Program
This program aids underprivileged students in pursuing their tertiary studies by providing them with study
aid fund. In return, the students are groomed to organise and lead a charity project to give back to the society.

TOUR TO MEDIA PRIMA STUDIO WITH TEENAGERS FROM BAITUL HIDAYAH

On 1st August 2017, Didik-Kasih EduCare candidate Jessie Rose has organised a career tour to Media Prima
with 20 teenagers aged 13 from Pusat Jagaan Baitul Hidayah. The tour aims to expose the underprivileged
teens to the media industry, with an opportunity to experience first-hand how it is like working in a recording
studio. Through the tour, the teens get to visit various television studios as well as observing radio stations
that are broadcasting live. The event managed to spark interest among the teens for the media industry with
some of them posing questions to Media Prima representatives related to procedures and requirements for
getting into the industry. Being the team leader of this education tour event, Jessie was happy to inspire more
teenagers in studying hard to achieve the goals in their life.
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GREAT VISION CHARITY ASSOCIATION
ONE NEW DIDIK-KASIH EDUCARE CANDIDATE

On August 2017, GVCA has recruited a new candidate, Kartini Binti Ibrahim, who is currently pursuing her
studies in Diploma Pengurusan Industri Halal. Kartini comes from a low-income family where both her
parents work as helpers in a night market and a laundry shop. She took up a PTPTN study loan to cover her
tuition fee for her course. GVCA will be supporting Kartini with a one-off assistance of RM1500 to cover her
remaining tuition fee and hostel fee and a monthly study allowance of RM250 for a period of 12 months.
Great Vision Charity is always happy to assist underprivileged teens who have aspiration in furthering their
education to help them to gain a skill or certificate to widen their choices in future life.
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ASSOCIATION INFORMATION

Association Information
Great Heart Charity Association / Persatuan Kasih Sejati
Blok N-6-03, The Gamuda Biz Suites,
Persiaran Anggerik Vanilla, Kota Kemuning,
40460 Shah Alam, Selangor.
Tel +603-5131 6107
Email info@greatheartcharity.org.my
http:/www.greatheartcharity.org.my

To make a donation, you may directly transfer the fund to “Persatuan Kasih Sejati” with the bank
account numbers listed below and email us your details (name, date, donated amount).
Maybank

: 5127 8106 0342

CIMB Bank

: 8003 599 969
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